












Dear Blossom Families, 

“Architecture starts when you carefully put two 
bricks together. There it begins.” 

-Ludwig Mies van der Rohe 

Thank you for  your support during our building 
study! We have loved hearing how enthused and 
observant the Blossoms have been about buildings 
while out and about with you. We have stacked and 
carefully balanced intricate buildings out of just 
about every material we could find. We created 
sand caves fit for the tiniest creatures all the way to 
Blossom-sized cardboard Pyramids and Burj 
Khalifa. Each Blossom has begun to develop their 
own architectural preferences after being inspired 
by greats such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Zaha Hadid, 
and Santiago Calatrava among others. Dubai’s 
plans for the Creek Tower as well as the Burj 
Khalifa (topping off at 2,717 ft) easily won over the 
Blossom’s interest. This year we were fortunate to 
have several local building experts come to share 
their knowledge with us! Thank you again Britany 
and Bob Barker and Jason Suhr, we appreciate you! 

Questions to ask your engineer and architect: 
- How many doors, windows, etc. does our house 

have? What are the other building features in 
our home? 

- What building materials would you use to build 
a strong building in Bend, OR? 

- Are there any buildings in our community that 
remind you of buildings designed by Frank 
Lloyd Wright? 

- Which architect do you think designed the most 
interesting buildings? (Frank Lloyd Wright, 
Zaha Hadid, Antoni Gaudi, Frank Gehry, 
Santiago Calatrava) 

- What is the tallest skyscraper in the world? Will 
it be the tallest forever? 

Looking forward to more sunshine and seasonal 
changes (fingers crossed), this month we will begin 
a garden exploration. Our study will build on the 
wonder and knowledge many of your children 
gained in the Branch Room. We will investigate a 
plant’s life cycle, the pollination process, crucial 
garden critters, greenhouse gardening, and the 
countless uses for household plants and herbs. We 
are excited to get our hands dirty and find out 
where our curiosity takes us during this study! 

Thank you for all the thoughtful and generous 
gestures during teacher appreciation week. We feel 
so fortunate to be a part of the Growing Tree 
community! 

As always, we are so grateful to you for sharing 
your creative, kind, curious, clever, capable, caring 
children with us this year! 

We wish you well, 
Rachel, Emily, Kinderoo & Joey 
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